Viper Development UG (HB)
Harburger Schloßstr. 6-12
21079 Hamburg

Bookkeeping (Minijob) in a Startup
Who we are
We are VIPERdev.io - we are founders, innovators and coders who strive to bring new
products to market fast. We not only build software, we solve problems - that mentality
makes partnering with us a lot more successful than partnering with e.g. an outsourcing
agency. We help our clients with a time to market of down to 30 days for software products
and we aim to launch own products every couple of months in the near future.
Our office is at the StartupDock 5 minutes from the TUHH.

What we need done
We are looking for someone to take over bookkeeping, financial projections for the company
and related things.
What you can grow into - if you want:
-

Translating (english | german, articles)
Marketing/Social Media
Blogging
Coding
UI/UX Design
Something we haven’t thought about?

Who we’re looking for
We’re looking for someone who can think autonomously and “gets stuff done”.
Basic requirements apart from that:
-

Fluent german and english
Being able to use an online office suite ^^
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What we offer
-

-

-

Completely flexible work hours and locations (work wherever you are, whenever
you want). Try to come in to the office once a week for a chat - but as long as we can
work together productively we’re not a fan of 9-5 restrictions. #nobullshit
Flat hierarchy. Need a budget? Want to change how we work together? We embrace
change and suggestions and we’ll give you the tools you need to achieve awesome
stuff.
Support for your own startup idea if you want to.
A company bike if you want one - less cars, more muscles.
Coffee, water ^^

Formalities
-

German “minijob” (450eur), 10hrs/wk

Apply at jobs@viperdev.io
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